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Got the best benefit from the sun

Everywhere were heating, cooling and power is needed
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A network for solar solutions

25 years
lawyer & banker

35 years
experience in

IT and
solar technology

Bernhard Böttcher
Technical Director Alf Beckmann, CEO

3 Industry-partners in Europe
1 Joint-Venture in China for the ASEAN-Market
4 Sales-offices in Austria, Greek, Italy, Turkey,
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Starting point – what is solar light ? 

The basics in science:

Light is a particle

and a wave !!!

Both facts in one process

Use electricity and heat as equal parts in one hardware
(hybrid module) and get the benefits from both energy
forms in a programmed software.
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Solar Power-Heat-Cogeneration (History) 

2010

First experiments with thin film modules and water-pipes 
at the backside

Why:

The surface temperature of a operating module is up to 25 
degrees higher than the surrounding temperature.

Conclusion:

Increasing the production of electricity by cooling the
module – making a disadvantage (upheating) into an 
advantage

Power and heat in one installation !
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The pilot-system

Installation with 12 modules (3,6 kWp) in combination
with a heatpump (8 kW Vaillant with 500 litre tank) and 
soil-tubes (210 meters)

Questions

Configuration of the hydraulic system
Weight and installation of the system (statics)

Results

Configuration of the inhouse hydraulic system

The system is snow-free in winter by pumping warm 
water in reverse direction for a few minutes

A remarkable saving of material (mounting) and 
installation-time (2 in 1)
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Our industry-partners – who produces the hybrids

GreenOneTec

Worldwide leader for thermal flat collectors placed in 
Austria. Manufacturer of the hybrid modules.

Zent-Frenger

Leading company for low-temperature cooling systems, 
expirienced in the handling with geothermal systems
and heatpumps. Placed near Frankfurt/Main. Since 2011 
part of the skandinavian Uponor-Group. Producer of the
thermal element and with more than 100 sales offices
worldwide.

SGL Carbon

Worldwide leading company of the nano-particle based
material, which is used in the thermal element. 
Producing in Bavaria and is part of the Quandt-Group. 
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Applications – 1. single houses

Upgrade solarthermal installations

Just in Cyprus are actually more than a half million
solarthermal collectors installed. It is possible to upgrade
The system with hybrid modules by using the same 
mounting system and tank. 

Households which are off-grid in rural areas or developing
countries gets acces to electricity and clean and hot water.

USP: Electriciy on the space of thermal systems

Hybrid plants from 3 up to 6 kWp

The hybrid modules supports existing oil- und gas heating-
systems and is ideal in combination with low-temperature
heating-sytems.

In combination with geothermal heatpumps the hybrid 
modules take over the part of the soil-pipes by cutting
down the costs for the pipe system down to 50% and 
obtains much higher thermal efficiency.

USP: Less costs for fossil energy
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2. Cooling & heating in multi-store buildings

Photovoltaics

With the photovoltaic panels of the hybrid modules the
operating power of the cooling system is produced. 

The production of electric energy is on top, when the
cooling consumption is on its peak.

USP: Less costs for fossil energy, stabilisation of
the public grid

Big geothermal systems

Bigger hybrid systems can substitute the high 
investment into soil-pipe fields.

In every hybrid module there are pipes with a length of
15 meters (e.g. a system with 30 kWp has 1.600 
meters). 

And a few more advantages.

USP: Less investment for geothermal systems
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3. Additional applications

Poultry farm

Found solution was the result of an invitation to Malaysia: 
high losses of animals causedd by overheating of the
stables.
Use of electrical energy for cooling and ventilation. The use
of heat is for the breeding process and the cleaning of the
stables with water steam (high temperature heat pump).

USP: incresing cash-flow and animal protection

Desalination

Heat and electricity for the reverse osmosis procedure.   
Higher efficiency by preheating the salty water with the
hybrid modules. 

USP: Off-grid solution with higher energy efficiency

Solar cooling in hotels and office-buildings

Using adsorbtion technology changing the heat from the
hybrids into cold.

USP: Solar cooling needs no external energy
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4. Future applications
Hydrogen Gas-Stations

Producing hydrogen locally at the gas-station. Cost
efficiency through elimination of transportation costs.

USP: Less production costs of hydrogen and 
supporting the market-entry of fuelcell-technology.

Fuelcell-technology for hotels and public buildings

Storaging energy for total self-consumption

USP: Less costs for energy during the whole year. 
Stabilize the public grid by using the over-production
of energy

Fuelcell-technology for single houses

Storaging the over-production of the summer into the
winter.

USP: 100% energy autonomy
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We are looking for

EPCs

Engineers & architects

Installers
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Contact

SHES GmbH
Bernhard Boettcher

Nollendorfstr. 13
D - 10777 Berlin
Germany

Mail: boettcher@shes-solar.de
Mobil: +49 (0) 170 937 88 27
Skype:  B.Boettcher1

Energy-Autonomy with
zero CO2 emission.

Thanks for your
attention ! 


